
Pubic Intentions

Byproduct of not only the elevated use of technology in schools, but an increased 
expectation for responses produced through word processing, students across the nation came 
face-to-face with yet another computerized challenge to literacy:

Spellcheck.  
Added to word-processing programs as a practical writing tool, teachers soon discovered 

that the computerized understanding of a presumably correct spelling did not always match 
actual student intentions.  For pupils holding already precarious literacy skills, more than 
occasionally a student’s intended meaning – and that of the computer’s dictionary – collided.  
You might get, when this happened?  A collection of unexpectedly unique statements; you might 
even begin to wonder if, as a response to some subconsciously Freudian impulse, hormone-
driven fifteen-year-olds might be seeking  outlet for an underlying communiqué.

On an assignment where I had asked my students to contemplate the concept of utopia 
through a construction of personal views around perfect societies, my tenth graders submitted a 
few very particular suggestions. 

“People these days,” wrote one thoughtful young lady, “just don’t care enough about sex.  
In a really good society, everyone would be sexually chased until marriage.”

Also, recommend her male peer: 
“We shouldn’t let everyone be so violent.  People in our country need to learn how to be 

much more nicer, and much more genital with each other.”
Finally, declared a third student?  
“Society is only as good as its citizens.  In a really good society people would be more 

involved and be a lot more careful with their pubic responsibilities.”
Pubic responsibilities – or public responsibilities.  
Either way, the kid was right; as a society?
We really should be a lot more careful.
Hidden inside; secreted deep down inside; strategically buried way down deep inside the 

confusing upheaval generated by our nation’s “compassionate” call for a never-endingly 
deregulated infusion of public school transformations: For every student who carefully and 
comfortably enjoyed a successful academic experience?  Two, three, four and even five 
additional students faced a disinterested, invasive turnaround in the Big Money pursuit a of 
detachedly “benevolent” innovation.

Strategically protected behind their wall of ever more impenetrable smoke screens – 
smoke screens allowed to amass, each year, ever more thickly and ever more confusingly around 
each suddenly mandated bell-the-cat educational reform (tightly entangled smoke screens able to 
exactly replicate those which so distractingly shielded the hedge-fund managers, venture-capital 
investors, bankers, speculators and CEOs who continued to earn huge bonuses even as their 
federally protected actions drained the public treasury) – aggressive school reformers quickly 
recognized: Due to a gaping lack in carefully regulated disbursements?  

There was little chance that participants in this deregulated game of a cyclically 
instigated reform could be individually isolated, held long-term accountable and ultimately 
forced to take a personal responsibility for disconnectedly invasive mistakes. 

Not surprisingly, then?  
Mistake upon mistake was made.



Students unlucky enough to be forced through not one, but multiple, innovative mistakes, 
survived as best they could.  However, as building-wide amalgamated test scores were 
increasingly lauded as the only measure of a school’s (and thus by default all student) success, 
children attending buildings most likely to produce their annually lowest scores found 
themselves callously, humiliatingly and ever more publicly labeled.

For each parent-involved, economically-stable, culturally-similar or comfortably-
assimilated child slotted into place inside an abruptly created limited-seat/limited-services choice 
school – there were other kids.  Kids who, due to the many complications attached to poverty, 
immobility, special needs, language disconnect, unstable and sometimes unavailable homes, 
missing or abusive parental controls, or the simple fact of now owning a years-long, negatively-
noted, police-ticketed disciplinary school record: 	
 No longer fit. 

Students who, once discovered to be worrisomely problematic?  
Were carefully selected out; isolated, labeled, separated and sent:
Well, now…hmmm.  
Where?  
In a nation still loudly, if each year more paradoxically, touting its allegiance to an all-

student inclusive public education – well, it turned out that with each year of a limited-seat/
limited-services, privileged-consumer reform?  Fewer and fewer of the barely surviving but 
inclusively traditional public schools could be coerced, through  enforcement of those old-school 
legislations which continued to mandate that old-fashioned ideal of a democratically all-student 
inclusion, to take on, and – while implementing a forever realigning circle of test score 
punishments – educate any and all children. 

These fewer and fewer old-fashioned, traditionally egalitarian, all-student-inclusive and 
truly public schools?

Could never, by law, say no to a problem student enrollment.  
Could never, in the hope of protecting or elevating test scores, simply throw out, 

eliminate services for, or strategically avoid accepting (and then score-devastatingly retaining) 
any of those children who, so very predictably, would perform miserably on each year’s 
mushrooming supply of exams.*†

It was exactly these schools, however – these each-year-more-invaded, each-year-more-
penalized, barely-surviving, old-school, all-student-inclusive, genuinely public schools?

Which in modern days now functioned with progressive necessity as “clean up” 
institutions: as the all-student/all-services legitimately public institutions still legally required to 
open their doors and take on those most problematic, most complexly challenging students.  
Those students who, through a use of ever more draconian enrollment, performance, behavior, 
attendance, and ejection rules:

Protective market-competitive choice school programs?
	
 Had been given permission to shun.

*Tellingly, a recent grade-the-school documentary isolated a three-year reform grant spent in the hiring of truancy 
personnel.  As one new employee tracked down a non-attending homeless teenager, a girl whose house had been 
destroyed and parent killed in Hurricane Katrina, and whose child had been taken from her due to her inability to 
give it care – the question presented by this reform-salaried employee was not in  how to effectively offer services to 
this devastated student, but in how to make her attend school.  And whether or not her name might be eliminated 
from school rosters before her test scores and lack in graduation could affect the school’s standing.



†How to deal with students who, through an ongoing truancy, devastate building statistics?  Take them to truancy 
court.  And then, carefully pile on the fees when they do not appear/pay until, finally, they are so far in debt that you 
can send them directly to jail.


